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readers wanting to know about new or used Keurig replacement parts. This page lists and
reviews a number of the most common parts that will help to solve Keurig brewer problems.
Please do note that some parts, such as air pumps or transformers, do need a certain level of
experience in replacing them and will void any warranty you have with a shop or Keurig
Mountain Coffee Inc. However, if you are stuck with the two options of either throwing your
Keurig out or attempting a repair, spending a few dollars on the repair, not hundreds on a new
brewer, may well be your best option. We buy this product through Amazon. So we now
recommend to all of our readers to use this type of descaling product and not the traditional
vinegar descale process; although we still have a guide you can follow for the descaling with
vinegar and you can find that here. Regular descaling is one step in preventing troubleshooting
problems and prevent having to find keurig replacement parts. Running a descale through the
machine and replacing the water filters are the two best things one can do to make sure the
brewer stays in good working order. We would be interested to hear from any readers who have
tried this product and what they thought so we can share with others. If purchased through
Amazon. A new LCD and micro processing board is a straight forward enough repair, once you
have the main outer casing off your Keurig. The board is secured in a plastic housing and is
attached to the main power board and air pressure system. The particular types of repairs that
might require a board replace is where you have no success in getting the brewer to choose the
correct cup size, the LCD screen fails or damaged or the top assembly suffers water damage
and the board gets wet. The price does vary and they tend to be second hand rather than brand
new. However, if the seller has good feedback and stated its previous working condition we
have found no problems. A new water pump is necessary when the current pump is under strain
or has failed completely. The evidence for this can be seen when very little is being drawn from
the water reservoir into the boiler unit and this can be associated with some strange noises. The

buildups can be the result of water leakage inside the brewer, normally from a nearby solenoid.
A new pump does involve some significant repair work to a brewer, first removing the outer
casing. We have videos which can help with this process and these can be accessed from our
video maintenance section. The best source we have found for the water pumps is ebay. They
vary in price depending on whether new or used and how much of the tubing that comes with it.
If your Keurig is making a larger than normal hole on the top of the K-cup or appears to be loose
or damaged, then a new entry needle may be what you require. If the needle is loose or has
become blunt which is unusual, but can happen it can lead to the creation of a larger than
normal hole in the top of the K-Cup. This in turn can mean coffee grounds in the coffee cup or a
real mess from the pressurized water not being properly directed. The substitution of the entry
needle and tubing unit is covered as part of our video maintenance series. Available from ebay.
As strong as these water reservoir tanks are, sometimes they do become damaged through
being dropped during cleaning or someone in the family decides that steel wool will give a
proper clean â€” we have seen it all. So whether you are needing a new tank because the
original is leaking or it just looks bad now, a new tank is what you might be after. Oh we even
heard from one poor reader who had a family member put milk through their Keurig B It made a
right mess and part of the repair would have been a water reservoir. I think in the end they just
had to go for a new machine. They do help in improving the quality of the water that us used in
making your favorite coffee and we have found this is one of the biggest variables in making a
great tasting cup of coffee. As a word of note here, if you are buying a new reservoir because
you think its not working properly with measuring the level of water, check out our article here
that looked at this very issue for a reader. Ensuring the magnet is free from any impediment is
crucial enabling the brewer correctly measure the amount of water sitting in the reservoir. You
can check out this article by going to our Your Keurig Questions and Answers page and
scrolling down to problem No. Available from amazon. Filtering your water for your favorite
coffee can make a real difference to the taste. For those blessed with fresh and clean water, this
unit is probably not required. But if you are like us, filtering the water really helps improve the
taste we can achieve for our Keurig brewed coffee. Two water filters are included in this pack
and it can be used in almost the whole range of Keurig K-Cup brewers do check to make sure
your model is covered. If you would like any help with installing the water filter we have a short
section on this under our Problem With Your Keurig Coffee Brewer. Available from Amazon.
This K-Cup holder from Cuisinart will replace your existing one if it becomes damaged.
Technically there are two parts to this product. The first is what Keurig call the portion pack
holder, so as the name suggests, this is where the K Cup sits in your brewer. The second
section is what they call the funnel and this is what guides the coffee from the k cup to your
coffee cup. The exit needle sets in top part, or the portion pack holder. Sometimes the exit
needle might be a problem. For example if your brewer is producing only a partial cup or there
seems to be ground in your coffee, a clogged exit needle could be the issue and its a easy and
quick thing to check before spending any money. Also please note, do try giving Keurig a call
first before buying one of these. They will often send you a new one for FREE. So its worth a
few minutes of your time using their toll free number. Click over to our Keurig Registration page
for the full contact details of their customer service team. If the drip tray on your B60 or B65 has
been broken, replacements are available. Various items and prices available from ebay. This air
pump can be used as a new unit on the Keurig B30, 31, 40, 60 and 70 models. Because of their
differences in size, on the larger models the wires to the air pump may need to be spliced in
order to be attached to their electric power supplies. With that in mind, this repair should only
be attempted if you have experience dealing with electric components. You will need to be able
to take off the main panels to your Keurig in order to get access to the air pump, which
generally sits down near the bottom of the unit. These may have slightly different wire lengths
depending on the unit they are out of and the wire path taken. Some customers splice the power
wires and some just route it a different path depending on your unit. A good selection is
available from ebay. If your Keurig has a leak that is coming from around its base, perhaps
through the metal base plate, then it may have a problem with its intake tubing â€” which forms
part of the water pump system in most Keurig machines. If this is the situation you are facing
then the replacement of its intake tubing may fix this problem, and have you back in the
business of making coffee again â€” rather then cleaning up leaks! If you would like some
advice on what is required for this repair check out our maintenance video section and in
particular video titled Removing the Casing Off A Keurig Part 1 of 2. From ebay. A leaking
solenoid has to be one of the biggest problems for the Keurig brewer design. The solenoid is
designed to control and regulate the water pressure in your Keurig. However, it can leak around
its sealed ends and this leakage causes real problems for air and water pumps and power
transformers that sit below them in most Keurigs. Getting access to the solenoids is not easy.

You need to be able to remove the panels from your Keurig and be able to have some
understanding of the workings inside. Well priced at ebay. Lots of choices, check as not all
offerings come with wires attached. This problem can generally be seen when there is leakage
around the entry needle area as it is not providing a proper seal for the high pressure hot water.
At the time of writing available from ebay. As we mention below we regards to replacing a
Keurig brewer transformer, the repair of any electrical component needs to be carried out with
caution and really only if you have experience with this type of repair. The power chord is not a
common cause of problems with Keurig brewers. Along with air and water pump failures,
problems with a damaged power transformer has to be one of the most common problems we
hear about from our readers. Under the sub heading of Brewer Will Not Power On , any leakage
from one of the solenoid units in your Keurig can cause real problems for the transformer
sitting below. And this is the problem that we hear about the most when dealing with Keurig
brewer power issues. As you will be dealing with taking the panels off your Keurig and dealing
with wiring that will connect to the mains power, this repair should only be undertaken if you
have experience in this field. Please do note for this transformer : it will also work on the B40
and B70 models, however you may need to splice wires to ensure it can reach the circuit board.
However, if you have an old Keurig B40 Elite and a new circuit board will solve the problem, well
this option is certainly cheaper than buying a whole new brewer. Any leakage onto the
electronics or a power surge through the brewer will often damage the circuitry with the only
options available is to either throw the unit out or go for the repair. Is there an adjustment for
the output, I have two buttons for cup size, and one is not enough the other is too much. Hi
John. Unfortunately you are stuck with the default sizes they come with. Cheers, Andrew. Hi
there. There is no fuse in the power supply nor plug as European set-ups often have. So
hopefully someone out there has an answer to this question as it might be a solution to some of
the problems we see with these machines. Hi Jim. Thanks for your question. If you would like to
paste the link I could have a quick look to check. If it has these properties the power source will
work fine with your B Thanks, Andrew. Is there a cup holder replacement part available for the
K2. The exit needle has broken off the machine. Is there a replacement switch for my KP Brewer
that is plug in? Not one that requires wire cutting or soldering. Hi Peter. Unfortunately not; or at
least we have never seen one. I had a quick look at some other resources we use and nothing
there either. Regards, Andrew. A friend just gave me a K model and it is missing the cup holder
such as the classic one you show on your site. Do you know how to find one to fit this model?
Thanks so much for your help!! Hi Carol. Thanks for your message. Keurig call all of their new
brewers K2. So in your case your K is part of the K2. The link below will take you to ebay where
we find the best prices for Kcup holders. They are available on amazon too, but tend to cost a
little more for the same thing. Hope this helps and you are back to great coffee soon. All the
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purchase a replacement for fresh grounds filter basket? Donations â€¦ If you have found our
site useful and would like to make a small contribution perhaps for a cup of coffee we would be
most grateful. About Us Contact Us. WP Admin. This website uses cookies to improve your
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